LEGAL TRANSLATIONS
No other industry gives so much attention to detail than the legal industry. When it comes
to translating contracts, patents, and legal documents, precision and accuracy are of the
utmost importance. Over the years, many organizations, companies and law firms have
depended on Commit Global to deliver top quality legal translations and rest assured that
their content was completely understood and correctly translated.

QUICK TURNAROUND

SUBJECT MATTER EXPERTS

With the strict deadlines the legal industry
involves, a litigation process for example
can be a challenging undertaking for our
clients. We are able to respond immediately to urgent and sensitive requests and can
provide rush services at competitive rates
for legal documents that need to be translated on short notice.

Commit Global only uses experienced, certified and professional translators to fully
meet our client’s most complex legal translation needs. Our linguists undergo a strict
pre-selection process, are native to the
target language, have substantial experience translating legal documents and have
a background in law, political and social
studies.

MAINTAINING CONFIDENTIALITY
From litigations to contracts, we make sure all
your translated materials are kept private and
safe. We translate and protect the sensitive and
confidential information of your documents as
per our ISO 27001 certification and we provide
a Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) upon
request. We also maintain NDAs with all our
vendors and linguists.

SERVICES
• Antitrust Litigations, Claims
• Intellectual property, Patents,
Trademarks, NDAs
• Corporate, Banking & Commercial
litigations, Mergers & Acquisitions

EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE
Our expertise, responsiveness and flexibility
ensure precise and professional project management. Each customer is assigned to a
dedicated project management team that
provides comprehensive solutions not only
in linguistic matters, but also in creating or
retaining a consistent corporate image for
the client. Also, Commit Global is certified
according to ISO 9001, 17100 and 13485,
applying strict QA procedures during everyday work.

• Government Contracts
• Labor & Employment translations
• Personal Injury, Medical Malpractice
translations

www.commit-global.com

